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A.Mag 29: Boltshauser | Lilitt Bollinger | Raphael Zuber

Amag Publisher Porto 2022-12-01
ISBN 9789895333059
$ 59.85* -- Idea Code 22772

Swiss architecture is generally considered austere and rigourous, but this issue of ‘A.Mag’
showcases the distinct styles of three Swiss architects: Roger Boltshauser, Lilitt Bollinger, and
Raphael Zuber. Despite their differences, their works reflect similar characteristics, blending
traditional structures in a formal model with contemporary needs. Due to their shared education at
ETH Zurich where ‘analogous architecture’ was developed, their approaches to projects are
conceived using associations, correspondences, and analogies. With an attention to sustainability,
high quality, and the relationship between the past and the present, they manage to achieve unique
atmospheres in their works.
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Kerb 30: Power

Uro Publications Melbourne 2022-12-01
ISBN 9781922601261
$ 27.85* -- Idea Code 22746

We are immersed in power, seen and unseen, explicit and implicit, felt and feared. It is tightly held,
seldom deserved and often misplaced. Landscape architects play a vital role in expressing human
and non-human centred stories in our environment. In doing so, they address, navigate, and
ultimately influence the power dynamics intrinsic to our living world—for better or worse. Kerb 30 is
an exploration of the powers that make and unmake us. How does power manifest in the built
environment? How do we address existing ecologies of power?
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

Arquitectura Viva 248: MAD Architects

Avisa Madrid 2022-12-01
ISBN 02141256
$ 22.8* -- Idea Code 22723

Few architects can claim to have materialized their most ambitious ideas at a young age, but Ma
Yansong (Beijing, 1975), by the time he had passed his 40s, was already at the helm of a practice
based in three countries and boasting a long list of completed projects. All of them demonstrate a
fondness for buildings “flowing with people” that throb with an oneiric spatiality and a close bond
with the territory on which they stand. These are the recurring motifs in a brilliant career that this
issue of Arquitectura Viva wishes to present through four cultural works located in his native land: an
opera house, a library, a convention center, and a large sports complex.
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

AV Monographs 247: Houses of the Year 2022

Avisa Madrid 2022-12-01
ISBN 9788412604412
$ 44.4* -- Idea Code 22629

The tough experience of lockdown during the pandemic has made us reflect on the design of
domestic space, and particularly on its connection with the outdoors. Inserted in built-up urban
spaces, located in sprawling suburban areas, or embedded in natural landscapes, the eighteen
houses collected in this publication – which travels from the United States to Australia via Ecuador,
Brazil, Paraguay, Spain and Portugal, South Africa, and Japan – all show that engaging in dialogue
with the environment is one of the key factors in the design.
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I D E A B O O K S Architecture & Landscape

GA Houses 183

Ada Edita Tokyo 2022-07-01
ISBN 9784871406208
$ 30.8* -- Idea Code 22443

‘GA Houses’ documents outstanding new residential architecture from all over the world. With
projects by Peter Stutchbury, Akinori Yoshimura, Ken Yokogawa, Chenchow Little, Phorm
architecture + design, and Yuki Shioiri + Ryota Yakazi.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Marlene Dumas - Cycladic Blues

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2022-12-27
ISBN 9789464460339
$ 22.3* -- Idea Code 22784

author: Marlene Dumas

This cahier is a visual sketchbook for an exhibition by Marlene Dumas at the Museum of Cycladic
Art in Athens, in dialogue with the museum's collection. Although the exhibition has been postponed
towards 2025, this anticipatory publication already arose from Dumas' enthusiasm and affection for
this combination. The enigmatic Cycladic antiquities, dating from 3000-2000 BC, speak to us in the
same timeless language as Dumas' contemporary works.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Mousse 81: Fall 2022

Mousse Publishing Milan 2022-12-01
ISBN 20352565
$ 16.75* -- Idea Code 22759

‘Mousse’ traces the currents of contemporary culture through feature articles, interviews, and
conversations among the most vivid voices in international criticism, along with emerging talents and
key figures in the cultural debate. In the 81st issue, delve into a narrative from Lisa Robertson’s
untitled novel that it still in progress; catch a glimpse of the future of literature with K Allado-
McDowell’s writing process that involves artificial intelligence; participate in a joint discussion on
Fujiko Nakaya’s approach and environmental awareness; investigate the shadow of neoliberalism
in Chile with Igancaio Gatica and Harry Burke; and much more.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Sawako Goda - A Retrospective

Seigensha Kyoto 2022-11-01
ISBN 9784861529061
$ 28.5* -- Idea Code 22713

Artist Sawako Goda (1940–2016) lived an unconventional life defying categorisation, embodying the
atmosphere of an era when the underground flourished. After graduating from Musashino Art
University, she held her first solo exhibition in 1965 and went on to create artworks across media,
from three-dimensional works to painting and photographs. Goda received praise from art critics
such as Shuzo Takiguchi for her original works. In the 1990s, the artist moved away from her
decadent style and delved deeper into her introspective world. This book is the very first and largest
posthumous retrospective of the artist’s works.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Viktor Hübner – The Americans I Met

Andre Frere Editions Marseille 2022-11-01
ISBN 9782492696077
$ 58.8* -- Idea Code 22767

author: Lyle Rexer; Viktor Hübner

The title of Viktor Hübner’s immersive series is perhaps too modest for the scope of the project and
the ambition behind it. Styled after the American road trip, he not only photographed people and
places but also engaged the strategies of conceptual and performance art. He made rules, set up a
system, and went where the process took him. With only enough money for food and film, he
covered 16,000 miles between 2017 and 2019, a first-hand witness to the “culture wars” of the
Trump presidency. His experience reveals it is not just a question of monolithic nationalism or
racism, but a profound sense of fragmentation that reaches much deeper than any labels.
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I D E A B O O K S Photography

Cato Lein – Northern Silence

Andre Frere Editions Marseille 2022-11-01
ISBN 9782492696091
$ 46.8* -- Idea Code 22768

author: Sophie Allgårdh

The images appearing in ‘Northern Silence’ were taken over a period of 25 years, from the
mid-1980s to 2012, at the far northern tip of Norway, where photographer Cato Lein grew up, in
Finnmark. The mood is dull, with a blackness that reminds one of the sharp contrasts belonging to
social documentary, rather than classic landscape photography. Over the last 50 years, the
appearance of the Varanger Peninsula has changed dramatically. It has become warmer and the
tundra is on the verge of disappearing. Moss grows on the bare granite mountains of the past, and
Arctic birches are being replaced by southern varieties. A melancholy look at a transformed place.
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I D E A B O O K S Gift

Wild Animals Calendar - Rop van Mierlo

Rop van Mierlo Amsterdam 2022-12-08
ISBN 
$ 32.35* -- Idea Code 22734

Perpetual/Birthday calendar featuring 12 animals from the Bench Players - a series of previously
unseen animals from Rop van Mierlo's archive. 
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I D E A B O O K S Furniture & Product Design

Lina Bo Bardi & Studio de Arte Palma - Revived Masterpieces from Bittencourt House

This Side Up Madrid 2022-11-18
ISBN 9788412604719
$ 36.45* -- Idea Code 22765

author: Sergio Campos

This book presents the masterpieces designed by Lina Bo Bardi for Casa Bittencourt, through her
studio de Arte Palma in 1949-50. Casa Bittencourt is a project from Vilanova Artigas, godfather of
the so-called Paulista school. It encompasses the encounter of two of Brazilian most prominent
architects and the rare vision that Lina pioneered and tried to accomplish for Brazilian furniture, their
materials, their use, their beauty, and unique tools.
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I D E A B O O K S Art

Marc Nagtzaam - PRESENT (limited ed)

Roma Publications Amsterdam 2022-12-01
ISBN 9789464460308
$ 22.3* -- Idea Code 22764

author: Marc Nagtzaam

For this publication Nagtzaam made compositions with frames, lines, dots, bars, scribbles, numbers,
and pictures, all scanned from magazines and books in the library of the Laimun artist-in-residence
program in Sardinia (Italy). With an accompanying text by Anya Jasbar. Design: Marc Nagtzaam &
Roger Willems.
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